Comments from TEDI on the Approval by mail of document entitled:
Note on the Organization of the CIF Committee and Sub-Committee Meetings and
the Annual Partnership Forum

Dear All,

Thanks for this innovational change it will lead to achieving targeted results in CIF activities
and to enable them have an answer to these curious questions that were raised in our
SCF/CTF Cape Town meeting?

1. What are you transforming?
2. Your work is slow,
3. What are your results?

This change as requested:

What TEDI observed in your in your request is good, it suites, gives Adm unit time to plan,
achieve results and so that at the CIF meetings and Partnership forum tangible results will be
reported upon, and it gives time for the donors to seed in their funds into the CIF programme.

So that what Deputy Vice Chair of CIF reported at the CIF meeting that Donors are slow in
coming to plant in their fund to mitigate the climate problems, may not be there.

Like Adm unit noted below,

These dates are six months apart, and appear to avoid major climate change and other
international meetings (in particular the meetings of the UNFCCC which are normally held in
early June and early December and the Rio+20 meeting to be held June 4-6, 2012). The

TEDI’s comment support this innovative change, is good for mobilizing the resources, saving
the resources especially the comparison for hosting the Partnership Forum in England and
Turkey, Turkey saved resources. The Change will strengthen CIF to attend to other
international engagement, attend to pilot countries needs and , saving time on the frequency of
themetings by committee members.

I do hope, if this change will be approved by the SCF/CTF it will help the Admin Unit in scoping
results for pilot countries to mitigate the climate change for adaptation and for the communities
to escape the climate vulnerability.

Thanks that is TEDI’s Observation.

Elder Ogazi Emeka,
www.teding.org